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The year 2008 will be remembered as a
year for great camps. We started out at the
end of May, with the Youth Black Belt Camp
at Green Lane. 282 kids participated, and
helped to make it the best camp so far.
Master Conrad and I have attended every
Youth Camp since Grandmaster Shin
instituted the program, and we both agreed
that this camp was just a little bit above par.
By being on time for each of the training
events and lectures, our youth Black Belts
and Cho Dan Bos did themselves proud.
They were very attentive and we had good
participation from them.
Even though it rained one evening, our
show went on. The entire group was brought
together in the Globe pavilion, and was
treated to lectures by the seven Sam Dan
instructors there. The presentations were not
boring—because the instructors had the kids
actively participate, and kept anyone from
falling asleep.
Overall the camp was a great success.
New friendships were made, and the kids
performed beyond their own expectations
during the physical training. Kids’ Camp is a
great way for our youth to build selfconfidence and self-esteem, and to learn
new things about themselves and their fellow
Black Belts.
The Adult Black Belt Camp began on the
13th of June. The campus at Elizabethtown
University provides a beautiful background
for the event, and this year boasted about
500 Black Belts and Cho Dan Bos. We were
honored to have some visiting masters from
other regions come to our camp, and it
added to the high-level training atmosphere
we always experience at the Region #8
clinics.
The weather cooperated, and we had
some good HOT days of sweating through
our routines. Every year there is something
different in the sessions. From weapons
training, to grappling, to Ki Gong, the Black
Belts had a cornucopia to choose from.

The theme for this year’s camps was
“Martial Virtue.” There is a great message in
this theme. As good Black Belts, it is our
duty to practice martial virtue. Grandmaster
Shin has said that the true power found in the
study of Tang Soo Do is found from building
up a store of virtue.
We can do this in our everyday lives.
Holding a door open for someone, giving up
a seat on the bus for an older person, or a
mom or dad with a small child, giving
someone your place in line at the grocer’s, or
maybe just giving someone the right of way
when driving are a few simple ways to build
one’s virtue. Showing humility and thinking
of the humanity of each person we meet is
also a great way to practice virtue.
It is one of my beliefs that the higher the
rank one achieves in the martial arts, the
more one must take on the role of the
servant. When I think of my instructor, Jae
C. Shin, he is a most humble man, and the
hardest working member in our association.
At the camps, we train hard, we sweat
together, and we share the experience. Of
course it would not be Black Belt Camp if it
were not for the session taught by
Grandmaster Shin, to the beat of the TSD
drum.
At the ending ceremonies, when the
candidates and the Black Belts receive their
promotions, there is electricity in the air. By
virtue of the effort of each student and
instructor, one can feel the spirit, the martial
spirit, building to a crescendo at this
ceremony. That spirit is what we bring back
to the dojang to share with the color belts.
All in all the camps provide a great
learning experience for the students, and for
the instructors. To all of the students who
have yet to experience Black Belt Camp, but
are getting close (work hard to get there) and
to all of the candidates and Black Belts I
have shared the experience with, I hope to
see you at next year’s Region #8, WTSDA
Black Belt Camp.
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Being a Volunteer at the Youth Black Belt Camp
By Kristen Winsko, E Dan
Every year, I look forward to
attending Black Belt Camp. I look forward
every year to the hard work, new things I
will learn, and spending time with all the
other members of Vaughn’s who go to
camp. While I typically attend the adult
camp, this year I attended the youth
camp.
I have attended the youth camp
before. In fact, my first year at camp (as a
Cho Dan Bo) was to the youth camp at
Green Lane (and that was a wonderful
learning experience too, but in different
ways, since it was my very first Black Belt
Camp of any type). But since then, and
until last year, I had not been back to the
youth camp. Last year, I was honored to
have Sah Bum Nim ask me (along with
Mrs. Newman) to assist with one of the
scheduled items—we ran the relay races
and tug-of-war that take place in the
mornings. It was tremendous fun! This
year, I again attended the youth camp, but
it took on a whole new meaning for me.
I was again honored to be able to
assist with the relay races and tug-of-war
in the mornings. But additionally, Sah
Bum Nim and Kwan Chang Nim permitted
me to take on other wonderful
opportunities and challenges. I felt
honored when, after volunteering to teach
Ki Cho Jang Gum Hyung, I learned I was
taken up on that offer. It was a little
surprising to me that as “just an E Dan” I
would be allowed to teach a clinic myself.
And what a great thing that was! Dr.
Painter and Dr. Rosenkrans both attended
that clinic and assisted me in teaching a
group of approximately 20 E Dans (and
one or two other Sam Dans too). While I
teach a gup class twice a week, it is a
different experience to have a group of
Black Belts looking to you for guidance.
For one thing, it made me a little nervous
about how well I knew the hyung! But
with the help of Drs. Painter and
Rosenkrans the clinic went very well.
I was not a cabin counselor this year
because I was assisting Sah Bum Nim
with various administrative tasks. As a
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result, however, I was in a unique position
to observe the other counselors as well as
the campers. Each one of the counselors
who was there seemed to thoroughly
enjoy the opportunity to work with a great
group of campers. Being permitted to
attend the counselors meetings gave me
great insight into how much the
counselors, instructors and masters (and
most of all, Kwan Chang Nim) care about
the future of the students and what they
are learning. It was clearly a priority that
the camp run smoothly, but equally
important to everyone was the notion that
the campers were learning and enjoying
themselves. When the counselors
discussed candidates for best camper and
best cabin there were many candidates
for each. And it was wonderful to see
how passionately each counselor felt
about the person or cabin they nominated.
In addition to being permitted to use
my organizational skills to assist Sah Bum
Nim and the camp, I was also given the
opportunity to speak to all the campers
during the lectures Saturday night. I was
given the topic “Life After Black Belt” as
my theme for the conversation. Even
after a long day training, the campers all
listened intently and they permitted me to
share some of my thoughts about being a
Black Belt. Being in front of a group of
300+ Black Belts, getting to share some of
the ideals that are most important to me,
was very humbling. I thought I was
nervous about leading drill Saturday
morning, but nothing compared to how
nervous I was about speaking to the
group Saturday night. In fact, I hadn’t
been that nervous in a very long time.
I was worried about what to say and
my biggest fear was that I would say
something stupid. I didn’t want to say
something that would make the wrong
impression or be inconsistent with what
Sah Bum Nim or Kwan Chang Nim would
want the students to be learning
(especially with both of them, and all the
other Masters and counselors listening
too). The time I was given flew by, faster
than I expected. I survived
without having time to kill
at the end and I didn’t say
anything I regretted
afterward (thank
goodness!). It was only
after completing drill with
the group that morning and
completing my “lecture”
that I realized what a gift it
was to be given those

opportunities.
It was a wonderful reminder about the
impact an instructor has on young
students, and how students look up to us
to be teachers, leaders, examples, and
friends. They give us something so very
important—they give us their attention,
their spirit, and their minds. They ask us
to take each of those things and
contribute positively and help mold them
into the wonderful Black Belts and adults
that they turn into. On more than one
occasion that weekend, I had the
opportunity to have all 300 students
looking to me to help do that. As I looked
at the way the campers looked to me to
take care of them, guide them, and lead
them in whatever activity I was in charge
of, I realized that they were looking to me
(regardless of the fact that I am an E Dan
and some of them outranked me) to make
some sort of impact on them. They
wanted to know what I had to say; they
would follow and do almost anything I
asked of them. It was a precious gift I
was given. And, I would guess that all the
counselors who attended felt the same, at
least in some respect. For many of the
counselors that attend the youth camp
attend the adult camp too; they volunteer
an extra weekend so they can have a
cabin of students to watch and teach.
They volunteer that extra weekend and
they get to experience the same thing I
did, just with a cabin of students in their
care. I may not have had the same type
of training that weekend as I would have
at the adult camp, but no one should ever
think that I did not learn a tremendous
amount at the youth camp.
Attending the youth camp as a
counselor also gave me the opportunity to
meet and get to know so many of the
Master instructors, in a way I would not
have otherwise. They are all always
generous with their knowledge at
tournaments, clinics, and the adult camp.
But it was wonderful to get to know them
in a (slightly) less formal setting. They
were all so eager to help and teach and
they all were so helpful in every way
possible. I would recommend to everyone
attending a youth camp as a volunteer
counselor at least once. It is a wonderful
opportunity and learning experience, even
as an adult/counselor, albeit in a probably
different way than the way the youth
campers see it. I look forward to going
again next year!
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2008 Adult Black Belt Camp
by Christine Cox, Cho Dan Bo
After sending my children off to Youth
Black Belt Camp (Lauren for her second
one), it hit me that I would be going to
Adult Black Belt Camp shortly. For those
who know me well, I am very much a
home body and was a little apprehensive
about going out to Elizabethtown College
by myself. But like several other
experiences, Tang Soo Do has made me
face challenges and go outside of my
comfort zone—and I have enjoyed all of
these experiences and learned a little
more about myself each time.
When I finally found the line for
check-in and I did not see anyone that I
knew right away, the apprehensive feeling
returned, but it quickly passed when Mr.
Josh Lucas came over to me. And I can’t
tell you how shocked I was to find out that
Mr. Lucas was my next-door neighbor in
the dormitory. It has been quite a while
since I stayed in a dorm room and while I
lived in co-ed dorms, it was co-ed by
wing, not room. From that point on I was
greeted by several members of Vaughn’s
Dojang on our floor—so much so that it
started to feel like home.
Friday evening, following the
greetings and orientation, we were treated
to a couple of lectures. The first was
about integrity, given by Mr. Roy
Donaldson. In my opinion, integrity is one
of the most important tenets to be
followed. Mr. Donaldson’s lecture was
followed by one by Cindy Bao Bean,
author of The Chopsticks-Fork Principle.
Mrs. Bean was a very funny lady and
spoke about her experiences of growing
up Chinese in America. She pointed out
some of the differences between Eastern
and Western culture. One point Mrs.
Bean spoke about that hit home to me
was that we all have different circles
within our lives—family, home, work, Tang
Soo Do, etc. I found this very interesting
because she talked about how these
different circles do interact at various
points in time. I have found this to be so
true with my own life—work, my family
(Jack, Lauren, & William) and my family
that I grew up in, Tang Soo Do, neighbors
and friends. I love to introduce Tang Soo
Do to those in my life that are not a part of
it and I love seeing how much it has
influenced not only my life, but the lives of
my husband and children. It has truly
become an integral part of our lives.
Following the lectures, a group of
students and instructors from Vaughn’s
went out to the local pizza place for
relaxation. How nice to have a chance to
Dragons Den

visit with those we train with outside of the
dojang.
Saturday started early for me—5:10
AM thanks to my wonderful roommate Ms.
Jane Maher. I was grateful that she had
us up early and ready for the day. The
day started with Ki Gong led by Kwan
Chang Nim. I had never done Ki Gong
before—it was wonderful! I cannot
believe how much it affected me. I was
completely in tune with myself. We had a
period for Deep Relaxation—I can
honestly say that I was deeply
relaxed…yes, Mr. Stanley needed to
nudge me because I started to doze off
and snore. What else would a working
mother of two do when someone tells you
to let go of everything and become
completely relaxed!
After breakfast, a group of us—Mrs.
Mentley, Mrs. Rifi, Mrs. Thompson, and
myself—all participated in the CPR/AED
class. We all received our certification for
this class. I am very glad that I
participated in the class as it has been
quite a while since I first learned CPR and
it has changed over the years. And now
every time I am out in public, I point out
the AEDs to my family.
Saturday afternoon was fun with the
various levels being split to have
specialized training for their ranks. Cho
Dan Bos worked on Sip Soo and Bong
Hyung Il Bu and Bong Hyung E Bu. I
found out that we are truly an extended
family when a member of KMAI was
helping me out with Sip Soo and I was
able to help him with Bong Hyung E Bu.
Having children on the Vaughn’s Demo
Team and our toughest competitor is
KMAI, it was interesting to have an
“opponent” help me out. I am truly
grateful for his help and teaching me that
we are “one.” We also had a chance to
focus on our one-steps and self-defense
techniques later in the afternoon.
I participated in the advanced bong
handling techniques, both Saturday and
Sunday for my breakout class. I found it
to be extremely interesting and has since
made me much more comfortable with
using the bong. I am still looking forward
to sharing the new techniques I learned
with Lauren and William.
Saturday evening was a little different
from prior years (so I am told) because it
did not include the “Gong Show” Talent
Show. I am very grateful for that!
Instead, we were treated to three lectures
that evening. The first was Kup So
Exposed, by J. Baker. Dr. Baker spoke

about the physiological aspects of selfdefense and one-steps. His daughter
demonstrated how these moves can really
work—leaving him with a bump on his
head.
He was followed by Master Richards,
speaking about Balance in Life. Master
Richards is a minister and shared several
aspects of the importance of balance in
life and how to achieve it. A couple of
highlights from his speech include the
“Damn it” Doll for use when you are angry
and the “Screw It” Chip. I can honestly
say that I have used my Screw It Chip
several times since Black Belt Camp!
And the last lecture of the evening
was Top 40 TSD by Master John
Gallagher. This probably had the most
lasting impression on me. Growing up,
music meant everything to me. I used to
write the lyrics to my favorite songs in a
notebook (and I still have that notebook)
and music was a way for me to express
my feelings through the years.
The songs highlighted by Master
Gallagher in the Top 40 TSD lecture were:
1. Closer to Fine by the Indigo Girls—
“There’s more than one answer to
these questions, pointing me in a
crooked line. The less I seek my
source for some definition, the closer I
am to fine.”
Master Gallagher pointed out that
when a student asks a question about
what a technique or form is
representing, there is no one answer.
2. Walk on by U2—“You’re packing a
suitcase for a place none of us have
been, a place that has to be believed
to be seen.”
Here I believe Master Gallagher was
stating that we believe in achieving
Black Belt and Black Belt excellence
without having been there yet.
3. Living Proof by Bruce Springsteen—“I
put my heart and soul I put ‘em up
high upon a shelf. Right next to the
faith, the faith that I’d lost in myself. I
went down into the desert city, just
tryin’ so hard to shed my skin. I
crawled deep into some kind of
darkness, Lookin’ to burn out every
trace of who I’d been.”
“You shot through my anger and rage,
To show me my prison was just an
open cage, There were no keys no
guards, Just one frightened man and
some old shadows for bars.”
(Continued on page 4)
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Bassai as a group. I lined up in the very
back row and was awe-struck by the
(Continued from page 3)
group—about 400 people participating in
group hyung. It amazed me how we
“Is that life is just a house of cards, as
moved in unison throughout the form.
fragile as each and every breath, of
Any time that I started to think there was
this boy sleepin’ in our bed”
no way I could continue, I looked around
Master Gallagher explained that when
the room and found a Vaughn’s uniform
The group from Vaughn’s went out
we joined Tang Soo Do, we were
and drew upon that for energy to
again
Saturday
night.
Having
forgotten
working to better ourselves and our
continue. And when I heard it was the
lives. We are able to grow beyond the my sunscreen for one hour in the
last one, I could not believe it—I just
afternoon,
I
was
quite
red.
You
would
not
darkness and become more for
wanted to keep going.
believe the number of people that feel
ourselves and others.
they need to tell you how red you are or
Next came the promotion ceremony.
4. Drops of Jupiter by Train—“She acts
how burnt you are. The Thompsons and I One of the neatest things here was seeing
like summer and walks like rain.”
had fun with a gentleman from KMAI that the Masters of Region 8 perform for all of
“She listens like spring and she talks
pointed out, “You are so BURNT!” When I us. Congratulations to all of the adult
like June.”
denied it, he said “Yes you are. You are
students from Vaughn’s Dojang that
This is a song that Master Gallagher
so red and I’m color blind!” Lesson
received a promotion—Ms. Jane Maher,
liked and is looking for anyone to help learned for me—ALWAYS put on the
Dr. Thompson, Mr. Newman, Mr. Josh
him with the interpretation…
sunscreen, lest you have to hear a lecture Lucas, Miss Kelley Newman and Miss
from several people about it.
5. He Ain’t Heavy, He’s My Brother by
Jenn Luneau. We are all very proud of
The Hollies
Sunday again started early for me— you and look to you as an inspiration for
when it is our turn to achieve our goals.
6. Breathe by Faith Hill—“Baby isn’t that 5:10 AM. Again, we participated in Ki
Gong…this time I did not fall asleep
the way love is supposed to be, I can
On the way home from camp, I had
during the meditation period and I made
feel you breathe, Just Breathe”
some time to think about my experiences.
I had a great time and would not trade
This is one song that made me think of sure I was far away from Mr. Stanley so
that he could not kick me again!
one second of it—all right, probably would
my Cho Dan Bo test and all of the
Following breakfast, I took part in the
not want to have the sunburn again. I am
Black Belt tests that I have been
already looking forward to my next Black
present for—we are always told “Don’t advanced bong techniques again.
Belt Camp.
Group hyung with Kwan Chang Nim
forget to breathe.” This song is one
followed. For fifty minutes, we performed
that had a great effect on several
Adult Black Belt Camp
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people. We are all just one breath
away from life and death—just one
breath. We are all able to change our
lives with our very next breath—
amazing that we are all given that
chance several times a day.
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Star Wars and the Art of Breaking
by Master Mark Jorgensen
This article was originally published in the Spring 1999 Dragon’s Den. It is reprinted here with Master Jorgensen’s permission.
As a Black Belt Instructor, I have
often been asked, “How do you break (a
board, cinder block, or any other
material)?” There is no quick and easy
answer to that question, but I will try to
outline some of the more important ideas
behind the art of Kyuck Pa, or Breaking.
There are two sides to the breaking
process that are important to understand.
One of these is the technical side to
breaking. This includes selection of
proper materials, proper setup or holding
of the materials, and proper execution of
the technique being used to break. While
there is a great deal to be said about this
side of breaking, and this may be the topic
of a future article, the focus of this article
is on the second side of breaking. This is
the mental side. Provided you have
selected proper materials, set them up
correctly, and are proficient with the
technique with which you are breaking,
success is determined by correctly
preparing your mind. To correctly prepare
your mind, it is necessary to demonstrate
proper attitude and to make use of
visualization. By the way, one of my
favorite movies of all time is Episode V (5)
of the “Star Wars” saga, “The Empire
Strikes Back.” You may be asking
yourself, “What does that have to do with
breaking?” Quite a lot, actually.
In “The Empire Strikes Back,” Luke
Skywalker begins his Jedi training under
Jedi Master Yoda. At one point, Yoda
instructs Luke to do something, and Luke
says he will try. Yoda responds by
saying, “No. Try not. Do, or do not.
There is no try.” This idea is directly
reflected in the attitude one must have to
break successfully. In breaking, the
martial artist is either successful or
unsuccessful. The material either breaks
or it doesn’t. While it can be argued that it
is possible for a martial artist to break
some of the material but not all of it, the
break is not truly successful unless all the
material is broken. Since this is the case,
the martial artist must have the proper
attitude going into the break. Saying to
yourself “I’ll try” is not the proper attitude,
because it allows room for failure. You
must have an “I can” and “I will” attitude.
First, you must know that you are
able to perform the break. If you do not
know that you can do it, you should not
even attempt the break. Sometimes your

instructor will ask you to do a break, and it
may not be one you have done before.
Do not allow yourself to get upset by this.
All breaks must be done for a first time,
and your instructor would not ask you to
do it if he or she didn’t know you had the
ability to be successful. However, just
because you have the ability doesn’t
mean you have the attitude. Trust your
instructor and know that you can succeed
at this break. Once you have established
that you can succeed at the break, you
must develop that attitude further. Having
the “I can” attitude is only the first step.
You must also have the “I will” attitude.
Knowing you can do something and
actually doing it are two separate things.
You must push beyond the knowledge
that you are capable of breaking and say
to yourself that you will break. I have
often failed to succeed in breaking not
because I didn’t know I could, but
because I didn’t know I would. This idea
is displayed by the martial artist who says
“What if?” For example, “I know I can
break with a kick, but what if I slip, or what
if the holders aren’t holding the boards
tightly, or what if someone sneezes while
I’m doing my technique and it breaks my
concentration?” By allowing yourself to
ask these questions, you once again
invite the possibility of not succeeding. In
this case, you know that you can do it, but
you don’t know that you will. How then
can a martial artist develop this “I will”
attitude? The best way to do this is
through visualization.

At a second point in the previously
mentioned film, Yoda lifts Luke’s ship out
of the swamp using “the force” after Luke
was unable to do so. Luke looks at Yoda
wide-eyed and says “I don’t believe it.”
Yoda responds calmly, “That is why you
fail.” While this idea was expressed to

some degree in my discussion of attitude,
it is absolutely vital to the exercise of
visualization. If you do not believe that
you can break, you will not be able to see
yourself break. If you cannot see yourself
break, you will not break. This is the
fundamental idea behind visualization as
it relates to breaking. You must first have
the “I can” attitude. Next, you must
visualize the break. Before any break,
you must be able to see yourself in your
mind, succeeding at that break. Focus
yourself so that you can see into or
through the material, to the point of
penetration. Regardless of the material
you are breaking, see it as soft, removing
any idea of injury from your mind. See
yourself doing the technique and breaking
through the material. When you can see
the material breaking, hit it.1
Through successful visualization,
martial artists are able to break material
while blindfolded, illustrating that you do
not need to be able see the material to be
able to see yourself breaking it. By
following the steps to visualization, you
will further develop the belief that you can
succeed, and this will help foster the idea
that you will succeed, developing the
proper “I will” attitude. Barring any
problems on the technical side of
breaking, if you have the “I can” attitude,
you can visualize yourself breaking the
material, and if you have the “I will”
attitude, you will succeed! These are the
mental necessities for successful
breaking. However, even if all technical
aspects of the break are perfect, if you are
lacking any one of the mental necessities,
you have, at best, a 50/50 chance of
succeeding. This chance diminishes as
you display less of the mental necessities
and as breaks become more difficult.
So, when someone asks me, “How
do you break?”, I can say that I prepare
my mind properly. This is the key to
successful breaking. Oh yes, I also can
say I listened to Yoda. He knows what
he’s talking about. When it comes to
breaking, you will “Do, or do not. There is
no try.” Your attitude must reflect this
fact. Also, to develop that attitude, it is
necessary to believe in visualization. This
will develop the belief that you can and
you will. I believe it. That is why I
succeed.
Tang Soo

1

The ideas presented in the three sentences preceding this footnote were taken from Kwan Chang Nim’s article “Kyuck Pa” in the
Summer 1992 World Tang Soo Do Association Newsletter.
Dragons Den
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Youth Black Belt Camp
By Erica Papp, Cho Dan
In June 2008, the Youth
Region 8 Black Belt Camp was
help at Camp Green Lane. I
attended this camp as well as
others in previous years. There
was a variety of choices for
seminars, some being ground
fighting, energy focus, and even
kick boxing. Our main focus this
year at camp was how we could
give back to our association, our
studio and our community—which
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brings me to the main theme for
this year’s camp, Martial Virtue.
All the lectures given this year
somehow tied back to Martial
Virtue but all in different ways.
All-in-all I enjoyed Youth
Black Belt Camp very much. It
was nice spending the weekend
with my current and future Black
Belt friends and peers.
Tang Soo!
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2008 World Championship
By Jenn Luneau, Sam Dan
On July 9th and 10th Vaughn’s Dojang traveled to Orlando, Florida to compete in the WTSDA World
Championship. Our Dojang sent down over fifty people to compete in the Creativity, Forms, Weapons, or
Sparring competitions. Many of our participants came home with numerous medals. Unfortunately the Demo
Team did not come home with a trophy but came home with enough memories that no trophy could replace.
Overall the tournament was a success and everyone that traveled to Florida had a great time and made plenty of
new friends from all around the world.

Find the following countries represented at the 2008 World Championship:
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Korean Culture: “The Tiger’s Whisker”
By Kristen Winsko, E Dan
For this quarter’s look at Korean
culture, re-printed below is a fable that is
popular among the children of Korea. It is
the story of “The Tiger’s Whisker.”
An old hermit lived in the mountains
of Korea. Many people sought his advice
because he was very wise and was
knowledgeable in the magical arts. There
was also a woman who prided herself on
her independence and self-reliance and
she had never sought the hermit’s advice
before. But one day, she found that she
missed her husband’s affection, which
she was lacking upon his return home
from fighting abroad. Deciding she could
no longer be without the affection he
showed her before he left, she sought out
the hermit.
When she arrived, the hermit inquired
what she wanted. “My husband was so
loving and caring before he left for the
wars” she explained. “He has returned
after three years but now he is cold and
aloof.”
“War does these things to men” said
the hermit.
The woman responded that she knew
that, but she thought he might be able to
provide her with a potion to help her.
When he replied that such a potion is
not like those he usually makes, she
insisted. He then told her “I could make
such a potion, but I lack one of the
ingredients; it is a special ingredient that
is not easy to acquire.”

“What is this ingredient?” asked the
woman. When the hermit replied, she
was shocked for he told her it is a tiger’s
whisker. She asked how she would get
one and he told her he was sure she
would find a way.
The very next day she went in search
of a tiger and she finally saw one. The
tiger snarled when he saw her and it
retreated to a cave. She returned to the
cave the next day. But again, when the
tiger saw her, it snarled and retreated into
the cave.
Not to be deterred, she continued to
return every day. She then had the idea
to bring the tiger some food. She
returned the next day with a bowl of rice
with some meat sauce. As she
approached the cave, she made some
noises so the tiger would hear her and
know she was coming and then left the
bowl. The next day, she did the same
and replaced the empty bowl with a fresh
one. Over a few months, the tiger
became accustomed to her bringing the
bowl of food and it stopped retreating from
her. In fact, over time the tiger would
permit her to get very close. After a few
more months, the tiger let her put the bowl
on the ground and pet it. She continued
to return and feed and pet the tiger and
after a time, she decided she could get
the whisker. So, one day she carefully
pulled out a knife and cut one of the
whiskers while she pet the tiger.

She rushed straight to the hermit.
She exclaimed “I got it! I got the whisker!”
But the hermit took it and dropped it
in the fire. The woman was shocked and
said “Oh, look what you have done! You
promised to make me a potion with that,
now what am I to do?”
But the hermit explained “you don’t
need one. For, tell me, how did you win
the tiger’s affection? Through gentleness
and a great deal of patience. Would a
man be less responsive than a savage
and blood-thirsty beast? Go and win over
your husband as you did the tiger.”
The woman thought about what the
hermit had said, in her mind as she slowly
made her way home. When she saw her
husband her first instinct was to turn
away, then remembering the tiger and the
hermit’s words, she walked toward him
with a smile on her face.

Do you recognize these martial artists?
(Hint: they’re a little older now.)
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To the following Spirit Belt recipients:
June

July

Adults
Audubon Dojang
Phoenixville
Pottstown

John Auchenbach
–
–

Sujata Munjunath
–
–

Youth
Audubon Dojang
Phoenixville
Pottstown

Stevie DePaul
Nikki Roberts
Megan Schmidt

Victor Matos
–
Zoe Ryan

–

–

Special Dragons

And to the following new and recently promoted Black Belts:
Cho Dan
Mr. Mason Lucas
Mr. Mike Magner
Ms. Jane Maher
Miss Mariam Rifi
Mr. Ziad Rifi
Mr. Ruben Sidhu
Dr. Scott Thompson

Sam Dan
Mr. Josh Lucas
Miss Jenn Luneau
Mr. Ed Newman
Miss Kelley Newman

And to Mr. Salas:
Mr. Ray Salas received an Unsung Hero Award at the Caron Community Service Awards Breakfast in June 2008. The
Unsung Hero Award recognizes individuals who work at the grassroots level and fight the daily battles, on the front line, in the war
against drugs. These individuals give unselfishly of their time, energy, and talents. Malvern Institute provided the following
description of Mr. Salas’ contributions:
“Armed with the utmost knowledge and compassion, Ray Salas, Clinical Supervisor at Malvern Institute, is a big part of the
fight against the disease of addiction. In the field for more than 17 years, Ray is a fighting warrior for the patients at Malvern
Institute. No matter what situation he faces with a patient, he goes out of his way to find healthy solutions with an open mind and a
kind heart.
Ray has been employed at Malvern Institute for almost five years. During that time, he went from a counselor to a clinical
supervisor and has maintained continual contact with patients, acting on their behalf as the need arises. No matter how hopeless
a patient may seem to others, Ray will look for a way to help them see the light at the end of the long, dark tunnel. Addiction is an
ugly disease—a difficult, uphill battle with many obstacles—yet Ray does not let this deter him. He always forges ahead, providing
questions, answers, and helpful solutions any way he can.
No matter how busy he is, no matter how many patients ask to meet with him, Ray figures out how to make the time. Once a
patient is admitted to treatment, they know who Ray is after a short time. It is a running joke at Malvern that when Ray is walking
from one part of the facility to another, he is accosted like a celebrity by patients wanting to speak with him. The reason—when he
presents himself to the patient community he is sincere, genuine, and committed to helping patients. He genuinely cares about
each patient he works with and displays utmost humility at all times.”
Dragons Den
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Testing Your Knowledge – Belts
By Rick Mentley, E Dan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Which belt is a stabilizing stage, both mentally and physically?
a. White
b. Green
c.

d.

Blue

At which belt does a student’s power and techniques begin to bloom and ripen?
a. Orange
b. Green
c. Red

d.

Blue

Which belt represents new growth which appears in spring?
a. White
b. Orange

d.

Blue

Which belt represents the final stage of one life cycle and the beginning of the next?
a. White
b. Red
c. Blue

d.

Black

At which belt does our Tang Soo Do knowledge begin to reveal itself?
a. Orange
b. Green
c. Brown

d.

Red

Which belt represents the speedy development of youth as summer arrives?
a. White
b. Orange
c. Green

d.

Red

Which belt represents stability, power, weight, agility, and wisdom?
a. Green
b. Brown
c. Red

d.

Blue

Which belt represents the seed as it lies dormant beneath the snow?
a. White
b. Orange
c. Green

d.

Blue

Which belt represents calmness, sincerity, mastery, and dignity?
a. Brown
b. Red
c.

d.

Black

c.

Brown

Green

Blue

10. Which belt represents plants that have curtailed their growth as they prepare to flower in late summer?
a. Green
b. Brown
c. Red
d. Blue
Blue

d.

Black

12. Which belt represents respect, honor, and maturity?
a. Brown
b. Red

Blue

d.

Black

1. c

2. c

3. b

4. d

c.

Answers:

11. Which belt represents life, energy, blood, attention, and control?
a. Brown
b. Red
c.

5. a

6. c

7. b

8. a

9. d

10. b

11. b

12. c

Tell us what you think!

newsletter@vaughnsdojang.com

Want Ads!!!
Please give us feedback on any of the
following. Send an article to liven up the
material! We appreciate your input!

• Send an article or pictures
• Suggestions for newsletter content or
layout

• Comments on specific articles

Cho Dan Bos! You
should be assigned to a
committee or a Black
Belt for assistant
teaching. Please
contact Mr. Altiere if you
are not already
assigned.

• Comments on specific events
• Any future events you would like to see?
• Any events that were disappointing?
Why?
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